White paper
movi.finance
An investment fund that attracts investments from investors through the sale of movi tokens, all funds
received are invested in the business of movi, the creation of new companies and the expansion of existing
movi companies. Movi tokens are redeemed from investors from the proceeds of the real business, all movi
companies.
All proceeds from the sale of tokens are invested in a real business, shops, online stores, real estate, the
movi social network, factories for the production of goods, and 10% of the income from the business is
allocated for the redemption of their own tokens at the current price at the time of purchase. The
redemption is carried out through the exchanges in real time.

Buying movi tokens you have several opportunities to earn income:
1. Staking of tokens is possible, keeping a large number of tokens on one wallet.You can receive% of all
transactions of movi tokens for the entire period that you keep tokens on your own wallet.
2. Sale of movi tokens at a high price after their growth, and due to the fact that we buy out our own
tokens from the company's income, you can be sure that you can sell them at your price that you set.
3. You are entitled to a discount of up to 25% on all goods and services of the movi group of companies,
and our partners.
4. You get the opportunity to cooperate and develop with us on individual terms, the owners of movi
tokens will always be priority customers for us, or executors of our orders.
5. You will be able to pay for our goods and services with movi tokens, taking into account a discount.

Commission:
Commission 3% divided by - 1% Burned + 1% distributed between staking wallets + 1% returned to movi

Ransom:
Redemption of own tokens solely due to the income received from the real business in the amount of up to
10% of the income of the movi company. The buyback is carried out on an ongoing basis through the
exchanges. Every day, week, month, in different amounts and on different exchanges.

Redemption of tokens in large quantities: In case you want to sell a large number of tokens, please contact
us at: "contacts@movi.finance" and we will offer you the best market price (the offer is valid only for large
volumes of sales, for quantities over 1,000,000 movi and this is done to prevent large fluctuations in the
exchange rate of tokens)
All redeemed tokens are sent to a specially created wallet:
"0x79F7C184f68ce48052D8704EFb23678667C78cB4" and are stored in this wallet to re-attract them for
investment.
Distribution:
The pre-distribution is limited to 5% of the total coin supply and is 46,050,000 coins and will be distributed
among the existing investors of the movi company.
Reserve 5% of the total number of coins for developers and amounts to 46,050,000 coins.
The first pre-sale is limited to 5% of the total coin supply and amounts to 46,050,000 coins at a cost of $
0.01.
The second pre-sale is limited to 5% of the total coin supply and is 46,050,000 coins at a cost of $ 0.03.
The remaining 80% of the coins are held in the company's reserve for future investment projects that movi
will start or support.
We completely exclude the possibility of the simultaneous sale of a large number of coins, and the
attraction of new investments will occur exclusively through the pre-sale, and depending on the number of
coins, we will apply the pre-sale with staking tokens for a period of 1/3/6/12 months. Thus, we try to
minimize risks for both new and existing investors.

Refusal of Mining:
We decided to abandon the movi mining tokens and stand for the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions
and harmful environmental impacts, which are formed as a result of cryptocurrency mining. Our coin is
environmentally friendly and does not harm the environment.
Maximum number of coins:
The maximum number of coins is 921,000,000. Without the possibility of issuing new coins in any way,
including abandoning Mining and creating a new number of coins. The amount will only decrease as the
company burns 1% of all transactions. We guarantee that the number of movi tokens will not be increased
immediately or ever in the future.
Development of the company:
All investors have the opportunity to take an active part in the development of the company, we provide
this opportunity to everyone. Movi constantly conducts polls, polls, and also considers proposals for
investing in startups from our investors and partners. Please contact us with any proposals for
development and cooperation to the email address in@movi.finance, we will be happy to consider all your
suggestions.
Investor discount:
All our investors will receive a discount on our goods and services of up to 25% depending on the product
and the amount of the fixed amount of movi tokens on the investor's wallet. Each investor at the time of
purchasing our goods / services can contact us and get a discount. Also, this discount will apply to all
subsequent purchases of the investor while keeping the investment wallet up-to-date.

Movi provides a report on every investment that has been started. All funds received from the sale of movi
tokens go to opening a business, shops, factories, covering more and more new markets. We undertake to
publish a report on each activity and everything that has been done by us. We also submit an annual report
on the company's income, as well as the planned income for the next year.
Our goal:
The main goal of movi.finance is to provide an opportunity for anyone, anywhere in the world, to invest
from $ 1 in a real business and get maximum income from their own investment.
Why is it safe?
The main advantage of movi.finance is that we invest all our funds in real business. We receive income
from this business, and from the income we have the opportunity to redeem our own tokens. The popular
crypto currencies of the world are not backed by the company's income, while we will always buy back our
own tokens! We do not invest investors' funds in any one specific business where there are risks of nonreceipt of income, our investments will be distributed among various industries and activities. We do not
re-invest in any other crypto currencies, since our investors themselves are able to do this without us, our
task is to receive a constant stable income, due to which we can redeem movi tokens.
Why is it beneficial:
Investors invest insignificant amounts of $ 1 and at the same time have the opportunity to get the
maximum return on such an investment. By investing in one company, you will receive a certain income,
but by investing in a group of companies, this income will multiply. Due to the minimum initial investment,
you can get the maximum income in the future.
Where do we invest:
The main purpose of the investment is a profitable business in the form of offline retail and online trade,
also one of the main directions of the company language is the development of the movi social network,
which will be supportive of the crypto industry and completely open to all kinds of discussions of both
existing and new crypto currencies and blockchain. ... On the basis of the social network, we plan to
integrate a personalized e-wallet with the possibility of staking in real time, as well as receiving a discount
on all types of services, or paying for any company services using cryptocurrency, both online and offline.

useful links:
Contract:
0x1c3e0518a54f931053152b07e9895ebebd54d0b9
Website:
https://movi.finance/

BSCscan:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x1c3e0518a54f931053152b07e9895ebebd54d0b9
Main wallet:
https://bscscan.com/tokenholdings?a=0x8a1fa8773dfcc208f4854441edee1d28b44a5499
Token redemption wallet:
0x79F7C184f68ce48052D8704EFb23678667C78cB4

Link to the wallet for redemption of tokens:
https://bscscan.com/tokenholdings?a=0x79F7C184f68ce48052D8704EFb23678667C78cB4

